MOTIVATION FOR MOBILE ATM
Presently, there exists a wide range of technologies for supporting mobile users. Examples include cellular telephony [2, 3] , PCS [4] , and mobile Internet Protocol (IP) [5] . Regardless of the specific protocol, all such technologies must support two fundamental mechanisms:
• Locating users prior to or during connection establishment • Rerouting connections when users move Thus, in order to support mobility, each of these existing technologies replicate mobility supporting functionality within their respective network infrastructures (Fig. 2 ).
An important motivation for mobile ATM is to provide a high-speed backbone network that supports these two fundamental primitives, and thereby provide a common infrastructure network to a diverse set of mobile technologies. The choice of ATM as the backbone network for a generic mobility supporting infrastructure is motivated by: • ATM's superior cost/performance when used as a switching technology for large traffic volumes. • ATM's rich transport capabilities which allows different traffic types to be carried over the same network; for example, voice circuits for cellular calls may be mapped to constant-bit-rate (CBR) connections using ATM adaptation layer type 1 (AAL1) packets, while IP datagrams may be transported through an unspecified-bit-rate (UBR) or available-bit-rate (ABR) connection using AAL5 packets. A second advantage of using mobile ATM is that it offers s mobility support to terminals, independent of the wireless access technology. The ATM-level connection is terminated at the radio port, and the received traffic is forwarded on the wireless segment using a link-layer access method that is specific to the mobile technology being emulated on the mobile ATM network. The radio port thus acts as a gateway, converting traffic from a format specific to the wireless link to a suitable AAL on the wired ATM link. For example, if a radio port within the mobile ATM network offers a wireless local area network (LAN) access (e.g., 802.11), an IP terminal may send IP packets to the radio port by encapsulating the packets within (Ethernet-like) wireless LAN frames. The radio port forwards the received packets onto a ATM connection. Additionally, the IP terminal may use the mobility support offered by mobile ATM (instead of mobile IP) by mapping IP onto (mobile) ATM: the terminal's migration between radio ports is transparent to IP, and mobile ATM (instead of mobile IP) is used for handoffs and location management. The description of our current prototype later in the article will further illustrate this aspect. Lastly, the primary long-term motivation for mobile ATM is to augment the existing ATM protocol stack with mobility support to enable wireless ATM terminals seamless migration between radio ports. Protocols for location management and handoff described in the next two sections assume a network architecture with wireless ATM terminals; a later section explains how the same network can support non-ATM wireless access, specifically IP over wireless LAN.
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
T he mobile ATM network architecture consists of radio ports along with components of a standard ATM network, such as switched and fixed terminals interconnected via wireline links. In this network architecture, radio ports (base stations) provide connectivity to mobile terminals via a wireless link (e.g., radio). This architecture allows for both ATM and non-ATM wireless access as follows. While supporting wireless ATM terminals (Fig. 3) , each radio port provides a cell switching function between one or more of its wired and wireless interfaces; with regard to network routing/signaling functions, it offers user-to-network interfaces (UNIs) to wireless terminals, network-to-network interfaces (NNIs) to other switches, and possibly UNI interfaces to fixed terminals directly connected to it via wireline links. This model allows setup of an end-to-end ATM connection to the mobile terminal. The current location of the terminal is resolved during connection setup, resulting in an optimal end-to-end path, along with handoff support for rerouting the connection when the terminal moves to another radio port. The mobile ATM layer thus consists of enhancements to ATM UNI and NNI signaling to support location management and handoff, as shown in Fig. 4 . Each radio port in the above architecture operates at a different radio frequency in relation to neighboring radio ports to avoid channel interference. Thus, when a mobile terminal moves to a different radio port it needs to change its operating frequency to that of the radio port. Spatially adjacent radio ports communicate through a handoff control VC (virtual connection) to facilitate handoff signaling messages (described later). The radio coverage areas under adjacent radio ports overlap, and a handoff procedure is always executed between adjacent radio ports.
Compared to an ATM network with wireline links and fixed terminals, the above architecture is different in three ways.
Multi-Access Wireless Medium -ATM has been defined for point-to-point physical media, while wireless media inherently offer multi-access capability. Furthermore, wireless media are generally associated with a higher bit error rate and lower bandwidths than wireline media. Thus, specific physical layer (radio), medium access (MAC), and data link control (DLC) protocols are needed to transmit ATM cells over wireless links, with reliability comparable to wireline links and yet maintaining link utilization at an acceptable level. This topic is outside the scope of this article, and the interested reader is referred to [6, 7] for wireless ATM MAC/DLC protocols, and to [8] for design of a wireless ATM network interface card (NIC).
Location Management -Existing protocols for connection setup assume that a terminal's address implicitly identifies its attachment point ("location") to the network. However, with mobile terminals the location of such a terminal may no longer be deduced from its endpoint address. Additional addressing schemes and protocols are needed to locate and track mobile terminals, along with suitable modifications to the connection setup process. For example, in Fig. 3 the mobile terminal is located in the cell under radio port b3, during the setup of the first connection. When the second connection is set up, it has moved to the cell under b4. Thus, the ATM connection setup protocols must now be augmented to dynamically resolve a mobile endpoint's location. The next section describes our schemes for addressing, and location resolution, update, and caching in this network architecture (Fig. 3) .
Handoff -After a connection has been set up, the connection path in a network with fixed terminals does not change during the connection's lifetime, except due to link/switch failures. This assumption is invalidated when the endpoint is mobile. For example, in Fig. 3 when the mobile terminal moves from radio port b3 to b4, connection1 needs to be rerouted by deleting the subpath from switch S3 to b3 and augmenting the truncated path from S3 to b4. Key issues for handoff support include:
• Selection of a crossover switch (e.g., switch S3 in Fig. 3 ) such that the rerouted datapath maintains the quality of service (QoS) guarantees of the original datapath • Avoiding cell loss while rerouting the data path Non-ATM wireless terminals are supported in this architecture by terminating the ATM-level connection at the radio port and forwarding the received data over the wireless segment using a separate link-specific protocol. In this scenario, the base station runs a proxy UNI signaling node, on behalf of the non-ATM wireless terminal.
LOCATION MANAGEMENT
In networks (ATM or otherwise), each end device (terminal) is identified by a network address. This address serves two purposes:
• As an endpoint identifier for the terminal; transport protocols use such endpoint identifiers to establish transport-level connections • As a location identifier; the address often also implicitly identifies the network route to reach the endpoint Traditionally, a single identifier served both purposes since the location of a terminal relative to the network did not change. With the advent of mobile terminals, it is no longer possible for a single identifier to support both functions. The location of a mobile terminal will change often; so will its location identifier, since it determines reachability to the mobile terminal. On the other hand, its endpoint identifier (i.e., its name) should remain unchanged so that other terminals can identify the mobile terminal regardless of its attachment point to the network.
LOCATION MANAGEMENT AS AN EXTERNAL SERVICE
In this approach, the interswitch signaling protocol is not aware of mobility; that is, the name of a mobile terminal is resolved to its current location id using a location management service external to the connection establishment process. The location id is then used to set up the connection. The primary advantage of this approach is that the interswitch connection setup process does not need to be changed to accommodate mobile terminals. However, the network is now responsible for providing hooks to terminals to access the location management service, and an additional mechanism is needed to distinguish mobile endpoint ids from those of static endpoints so that the location management service is invoked solely for mobile endpoint ids. The second requirement will very likely s need the network address space to be partitioned a priori between mobile and static endpoints to allow easy recognition of addresses representing mobile endpoint ids. In Fig. 5 the endpoint id b1.1 is resolved by the location management service to the mobile's current location id, b3.1. The location id b3.1 is then used to set up the connection to the mobile.
INTEGRATED SCHEME
Our preferred approach to location management in mobile ATM extends and adapts the scheme proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Mobile IP Working Group for (connectionless) IP [5] to (connection-oriented) ATM networks. In this approach (Fig. 6 ), location management is integrated with the connection setup procedure.
This scheme extends the signaling framework of ATM with additional information elements (IEs) in existing signaling messages (SETUP, CONNECT, and RELEASE) to integrate location resolution of a mobile endpoint with connection setup.
Location resolution of a mobile terminal is integrated with connection setup as follows. A caller issues a SETUP message using the callee's home address without a priori knowledge of whether the callee is a mobile terminal, or which switches on the connection path are mobility-enabled. The SETUP message carries a flag which informs switches downstream (from the caller) if an entity exists upstream capable of mobility support. It is clear that the home switch of a mobile terminal must be mobility-capable. Thus, there is always at least one switch on the connection path that is capable of mobility support (when either the caller or callee is mobile).
When the SETUP message reaches the NNI/UNI boundary on the callee's side (i.e., the switch with which its home address is registered), either a CONNECT or RELEASE response is returned. A CONNECT response is returned when either a) the terminal is a static terminal or b) the terminal is mobile but presently attached to its home switch. A RELEASE message is returned when the terminal is currently attached to a switch other than its home (case c), and there is a mobility-capable switch upstream; the RELEASE message must carry the mobile's current foreign address. In both cases b and c, the response (RELEASE/CONNECT) must identify the connection as a mobile connection to interested intermediate switches.
Note that if the caller is a mobile terminal, the connection must in general be identified as a mobile connection during the SETUP phase itself. In addition, the SETUP message may also carry its home address if the caller initiated the connection from a switch other than its home.
In case c above, some entity within the path traversed by the SETUP message needs to make a new attempt at establishing a connection to the mobile terminal's current location. This attempt is made via a SETUP message that uses the mobile's foreign address as the callee's address (instead of its home address). However, unlike case b, the callee's home address must be included in addition to its foreign address in the SETUP message; this allows creation of a globally unique connection id (GCID) which is needed for handoff control.
The rationale for explicitly identifying a connection as "mobile" is to allow switches on the connection path that are capable of mobility support to prepare for possible handoffs of the connection in the future.
It should be noted that this scheme does not require changes to the network routing or topology exchange protocols (PNNI [9] ). The integrated scheme simply utilizes information provided by PNNI to route connection setups, not to propagate location information.
Key advantages of this scheme include: • Unlike mobile IP or cellular telephony, the end-to-end connection path set up by the integrated scheme is optimal.
• There is no partitioning of the address space between fixed and mobile terminals, and no special routes must be created for handling connection setup to mobile terminals. • The size of the network routing tables is unaffected by the number of mobile terminals within the system. Each radio port advertises reachability to a single network prefix (similar to a switch with only wireline interfaces). The size of network routing tables is proportional to the number of switches in the system. Table 1 summarizes the changes necessary to Q.2931 signaling [10] for location management. If any endpoint of a connection is a mobile terminal away from its home, the SETUP/ CON-NECT message needs to carry the endpoint's home address; if attached to its home switch (e.g., as would be the case for a static terminal), this new information element can be left blank. The home addresses of both endpoints of a connection are used to generate a global connection id that never changes, regardless of terminal mobility at either endpoint. When the RELEASE message is used to notify a caller of the called party's foreign address, the "cause" information element is assigned a new value, namely MOBILE_AWAY (to distinguish between the use of RELEASE solely for connection teardown and for location resolution).
PROPOSED SYNTAX FOR Q.2931 SIGNALING

COMPARISON OF THE TWO LOCATION MANAGEMENT SCHEMES INFLEXIBILITY OF USAGE
The external scheme requires that the overall network address space be globally partitioned among static and mobile terminals. This requires that each terminal be functionally labeled as a mobile or static terminal (i.e., allocated an address based on its anticipated usage pattern). This implies that a terminal s Figure 6 . Location management in mobile ATM. that has been labeled as "static" can never change its attachment point without requiring administrative intervention (to acquire a new address and release its old address). This defeats a primary motivation for mobile ATM: transparent migration of terminals.
LATENCY OF CONNECTION SETUP
Under the external location management scheme, a connection setup to a mobile terminal must be preceded by location resolution, regardless of a mobile's location. Although the terminal may never have relocated to a switch other than its home switch, its mobile address must be translated to a topologically significant address. Under the integrated scheme, the connection setup is routed to a mobile's home switch; thus, there is significant gain in the connection setup latency when the mobile is at home.
FORWARD COMPATIBILITY
A location management scheme should be "forward compatible"; that is, as progressively more switches within a network are upgraded to become mobility-aware, the performance of the scheme should improve. This holds true for the integrated scheme; for example, when every access switch becomes mobility aware, the end-to-end path for a connection will be optimal (since, after location resolution, the connection can be rerouted closer to the caller). Thus, while backward compatibility is a valid concern, the overriding factor should be whether the scheme performs better as switches evolve toward mobility support, or its performance stagnates even though switches are upgraded.
NETWORK BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY AND PROCESSING OVERHEAD
The integrated scheme reserves connection resources to a mobile's home switch, even if the mobile is not at home. This drawback exists only for a transient duration (to resolve the terminal's current location); therefore, its impact on the network bandwidth utilization is small: if a mobile is not at home, the connection resources reserved by the SETUP request in the forward direction are released by a RELEASE response in the reverse direction. Second, the integrated approach increases the processing load on the switches. However, this increase in processing load can be expected to be much smaller than that incurred by handoff protocols, which require more complex operations to be done by the switches (e.g., crossover switch detection, setting up of a new subpath via signaling, changing the data path to the new subpath). Since there is no efficient alternative to implement handoff other than through the connection setup/teardown mechanisms, the computing power of switches needs to be upgraded to handle the increased signaling load; it is then preferable that location management be supported as well by a relatively smaller increment to the overall processing overhead.
REPLICATION OF FUNCTIONALITY
An external location service will presumably be distributed across multiple servers for scalability, and will therefore need a routing protocol to route location resolution and update messages. Furthermore, transport of location resolution queries and update messages will require a data path interconnect to be either pre-established (in which queries and updates are forwarded in a connectionless fashion) or set up on demand. Much of this functionality is essentially replicating what is available from the PNNI signaling and routing framework; the integrated approach, on the other hand, leverages off the existing PNNI routing capability and signaling messages.
HANDOFF
A fter a connection has been established to a mobile endpoint, handoff protocols are necessary to reroute existing active connections when the endpoint moves to a different radio port. A handoff procedure consists of three basic steps:
• Selecting a crossover switch and setting up a new connection segment from the crossover switch to the new radio port • Shifting the data path at the crossover switch to the new connection segment, and optionally achieving a zero cellloss shift of the datapath • Extending the connection datapath from the new radio port to the mobile terminal after it moves under the radio port's coverage area. Below, we consider different methods of executing handoff.
s Figure 7 . Schemes for handoff. 
PARTIAL PATH REROUTING SCHEME
This approach is based on removing a part of the existing connection and adding a new subpath from the point of detachment (the "crossover" point). In Fig. 7 , let the mobile terminal move from radio port BS1 to BS2. Then the portion of the existing connection from the "handoff switch" S1 to BS1 is deleted, and the remainder of the original connection path is extended to BS2. Details of this protocol can be found in [11] . A key issue in this scheme is the selection/discovery of the crossover point. One method is to iteratively probe each switch on the existing connection path such that the rerouted path through the switch (to the new radio port BS2) satisfies the QoS of the original connection path. This is an area that merits further study.
As discussed later, if "zero-cell-loss" handoff is desired, the path rerouting scheme requires cells to be buffered at BS1 and transferred to BS2 before the mobile terminal can begin to receive cells at BS2.
PATH SPLICING
In the "path splicing" method for handoff, crossover switch discovery is initiated from the destination radio port rather than the mobile terminal's current radio port. In Fig. 7 the mobile endpoint sends a handoff request to its current radio port, BS1, asking for a handoff to BS2. BS1 forwards this message to BS2 using a pre-established handoff control VC between adjacent radio ports. BS2 first executes a local call admission control to check if the wireless link can accommodate the connection to be handed off. It then initiates a connection setup to the remote endpoint of the original connection, using the QoS parameters supplied within the handoff request message. This setup is eventually guaranteed to encounter a switch (S2) on the existing connection path, which is considered the crossover switch. This switch will then splice the new path segment (S2-BS2) onto the existing connection path (between the caller and the crossover switch). Details of this scheme can be found in [12] .
PATH EXTENSION SCHEME
Another simple approach to handoff consists of extending an active connection from the terminal's current radio port to the next one. The idea here is that after handoff, the new connection consists of the existing connection from the source to BS1 followed by an additional subpath (the "extension") from BS1 to BS2.
This approach offers the advantage that no crossover switch discovery phase is required, and the existing path is maximally reused. However, the extended path also increases the end-to-end delay and reduces network utilization since the extended path may traverse the same link more than once (i.e., loops may be created). A possible solution is to optimize the path lazily after completion of handoff:
• "Looping" points (switches) are detected during the path extension process. • Loops are removed by sending a specially defined operations, administration, and management (OAM) cell from a looping point.
• While the OAM cell is traversing the loop, incoming cells on the connection are buffered locally at the looping point and then forwarded on the optimized path after the loop has been removed. Details of path-extension-based schemes for handoff are discussed in [13] [14] [15] .
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO Q.2931 SIGNALING
All three handoff schemes require a common set of additional signaling messages: Handoff Request/Response, Handoff Confirm/Complete, and Handoff Join/Complete (Table 2) .
Handoff Request -A mobile terminal signals its current radio port to initiate handoff using Handoff Request message. The handoff procedure is executed separately for each connection. The Handoff Request message includes a networkwide unique global connection identifier (GCID) [16, 17] to identify the specific connection for which the handoff procedure is to be executed. Typically, the GCID will consist of the ATM addresses of both endpoints, plus an additional pair of identifiers (to distinguish multiple connections between the same pair of endpoints). For example, the BLLI (broadband low-layer information) [10] may be used to identify a specific connection between common endpoints [16] .
Handoff Response -The current radio port indicates to the mobile terminal that a connection subpath has been established to the new radio port. The Handoff Response includes the connection GCID. During this phase of Handoff Request and Response, the mobile terminal continues to receive and transmit data via its current radio port.
Handoff Confirm -The mobile terminal informs its current radio port that it is ready to switch to the new radio port for the specific connection identified by the GCID. At this time, the mobile terminal stops transmitting cells to its current radio port. The Handoff Confirm is propagated up to the crossover switch (COS), which then shifts the data path to the new connection segment.
Handoff Complete -As the Handoff Confirm message propagates from the COS to the current radio port, the existing connection segment between the COS and the radio port is released. It is then forwarded to the mobile terminal, indicating that the mobile terminal may now switch to the new radio port.
Handoff Join -Once the mobile terminal has received a Handoff Confirm message for each of its connections, it changes its operating radio frequency to that of the new radio port. For each connection, it then sends a Handoff Join to the new radio port to close the loop on the signaling path.
Handoff Join Complete -The radio port informs the mobile terminal of the VC number to use on the new link. At this time, the mobile terminal may begin to send/receive cells under the new radio port. 
THE IMPACT OF HANDOFF ON QOS
There are two key issues regarding how handoff affects the QoS of an existing connection. First, when a network accepts a connection to a fixed endpoint, the requested QoS is made available to the connection during its lifetime with a high probability in the absence of network failures. The same cannot be said for a connection to a mobile endpoint which is rerouted when the mobile terminal changes its radio port. This may occur, for example, when the mobile terminal moves under the coverage area of a radio port which is unable to provide the same QoS as that provided by the previous radio port. In this situation, the endto-end QoS parameters of the connection will need to be renegotiated.
The second issue is that of minimizing the effects of QoS disruption during the process of handoff. Connection handoff entails a period of time during which the end-to-end connection data path is incomplete. The extent to which this disruption affects application performance depends on the nature of the application and the period of disruption. For example, a voice application can withstand short disruptions, but a data application cannot tolerate any. In some cases applications may mask the effects of disruption using different strategies. For example, lost segments of a data connection may be recovered through retransmisson. Video applications may extrapolate from current information to compensate for lost data. Either way, data loss may be perceived as a disruption of the negotiated QoS.
One way to minimize QoS disruption during handoff is to ensure a "lossless handoff" [18] [19] [20] . To ensure a lossless handoff, all cells in transit during the handoff process are buffered within the network (at either a switch or a radio port) to maintain in-sequence cell delivery (without loss) to the mobile terminal. In general, the sequence of actions [18] is: • The crossover switch sends a "marker" cell along the existing connection segment to the current radio port. Thereafter, it shifts the data path to follow the connection segment to the new radio port. • The new radio port buffers incoming cells along the (new) connection segment from the crossover switch. • The current radio port buffers all cells in the period between receiving a Handoff Confirm (from the mobile terminal) and the marker cell (from the crossover switch). It then transfers the buffered cells to the new radio port.
• Once the new radio port receives the buffered cells from the current radio port, it first delivers these cells followed by cells that were buffered locally.
Transfer of buffered cells from the existing radio port to the new radio port ensures that cells are not delivered out of order, and buffering cells at both radio ports ensures that cells are not lost. Some early results on the necessary buffer space can be found in [19] .
For some applications, the cell transfer delay and delay variation may be more important than avoiding cell loss. In this case, depending on the allowable delay variation, the current radio port may transfer the buffered cells to the new radio port without waiting for the marker cell to arrive. 
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
T his section describes a proofof-concept implementation for mobile ATM. The prototype currently supports: • Extended Q.2931 signaling to integrate location resolution with connection setup • New Q.2931 signaling messages and control functions to support handoff through path splicing • IP over mobile ATM Our prototype implementation consists of a network with three ATM switches (2.4 Gb/s NEC Model 5S) running GSMP [21] . Each switch is controlled through an external 200Mhz Pentium PC, running Linux [22] as the operating system. GSMP is a simple client-server protocol that allows the switch controller (client) to add/delete/modify VCs on the switch (server). No signaling software runs on the switches themselves. The NNI signaling software runs on the external switch controllers; when the signaling for connection setup/deletion is completed, the switch controller issues a GSMP message to add/delete entries in the VC tables within the switch.
The two radio ports provide a wireless LAN interface, using an off-the-shelf WLAN card (WaveLAN [23] . An NEC Versa laptop with a PCMCIA WaveLAN card acts as the mobile terminal, running only the IP protocol stack. Mobility between radio ports is emulated by changing the default gateway of the mobile terminal to be one radio port or the other. The prototype network thus support two radio coverage areas under radio ports 1 and 2; both operate in the same frequency and overlap in space.
The mobile terminal is associated with two addresses that never change: a home IP address and a home ATM address. The binding between the two addresses is static and locationindependent; the IP address can be resolved to the corresponding ATM address using an address resolution protocol such as ATMARP [24] . In the prototype, radio port1 is the "home switch" for the mobile terminal, and advertises reachability to the terminal's home ATM address. As the mobile terminal moves within the mobile ATM network, it acquires a second ATM (foreign) address, which reflects its current radio port. When the fixed terminal (Fig. 8) initiates a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection to the mobile terminal's IP address, the IP address is first resolved to the home ATM address. Then, using the integrated location resolution scheme outlined earlier, an ATM connection is set up to the mobile terminal's current radio port; thus, location management is provided by mobile ATM and completely transparent to IP (i.e., to the TCP connection) as shown in Fig. 9 .
In this prototype handoff is initiated after the mobile terminal moves to the new radio port and supports a preliminary version of the path splicing scheme: the necessary signaling is supported through modifications to the Q.2931 SETUP message. Consider an active connection to the mobile terminal from the fixed terminal while it is located under radio port1. The ATM data path consists of fixed terminal-switch1-switch2-radio port1. The terminal then changes its default (IP) gateway on its wireless LAN interface, to point to radio port2. When the first data packet (on the active TCP connection) is received by radio port2, it sends a setup(ATM address of FT) toward the fixed terminal: the setup() message also includes a GCID. This message is routed along the path radio port2-switch3-switch1. At switch1, the GCID within the setup() matches that of an existing connection path; consequently: • Switch1 (controller) sends a Q.2931 connect() reply on the new subpath • Sends a GSMP message to the switching fabric to change data paths • Sends a release() down the existing subpath toward radio port1 As with location management, the rerouting of the ATM connection path is transparent to IP and is handled within mobile ATM.
In essence, the prototype shows that mobility support in IP may be obtained by mapping IP to mobile ATM, which is a generic network, instead of using IP-specific mobility support (viz. mobile IP).
INTERWORKING MOBILE ATM WITH MOBILE IP
T he previous section demonstrated how mobile ATM may be used to provide mobility support in IP. Additional interworking support is necessary to allow mobility of terminals between a mobile ATM network and a (mobile) IP network. Briefly, this is achieved by employing a gateway at the boundary between the two networks, as shown in Fig. 10 , and an address resolution service to translate between IP and ATM addresses. The gateway uses this service to map the destination IP address of incoming packets (from the IP cloud) to a corresponding ATM address. In case of a mobile terminal, the IP address resolves to its home ATM address. The mobile ATM network then uses this address to resolve the terminal's current location via the integrated location management scheme described earlier, and set up a ATM connection to its current radio port; the radio port forwards the received data as IP packets via its wireless packet interface to the mobile terminal.
As shown in Fig. 10 , mobility of a terminal is handled by mobile IP [5] as long as the terminal moves within the IP network. When it enters the mobile ATM network, it is assigned a home ATM address and a foreign IP address, by the radio port to which it connects. This radio port acts as the terminal's "home switch" as long as the terminal remains within the mobile ATM network. Both of these addresses do not change, regardless of the terminal's mobility within the mobile ATM network.
Mobility of the terminal within the mobile ATM network is transparent to mobile IP (and consequently to the IP cloud). No location updates are generated at the mobile IP level except when the terminal first enters the mobile ATM network, when the terminal's foreign (IP) address is sent to the terminal's home agent in the IP cloud (as required by mobile IP); this is accomplished by regular IP over ATM protocols (e.g., Multiprotocol over ATM [25] ). Subsequent moves within the mobile ATM network generate location updates only at the mobile ATM level: each move causes the terminal to be assigned a new foreign ATM address, and the terminals' "home (ATM) switch" maintains the mapping between its home and foreign ATM addresses.
After a connection to the terminal from the gateway has been set up, it is subsequently rerouted via handoff protocols for each move within the mobile ATM cloud. A key point to remember is that since IP is connections, the underlying ATM connection will need to be torn down based on activity timers; that is, if no IP packets are sent or received on the ATM connection for a prespecified duration, the connection will be released. 
RELATED WORK
T he concept of wireless ATM was first proposed in [1, 26] . Since then, there has been significant work in this area. The software architecture of a wireless ATM base station, MAC/DLC for a wireless ATM link, and preliminary ideas on handoff are presented in [11, 27] . Reference [8] describes the hardware design of a wireless ATM NIC card, while [7] reports performance figures for a DLC protocol for CBR and UBR over wireless ATM links. Preliminary ideas on integrating location and handoff schemes (path extension, path rerouting, and path splicing) within the ATM protocol stack are presented in [15] and form the basis of our work in this article. Necessary changes to the Q.2931 signaling message syntax, and an early prototype implementation, are described in [14, 28] . Contributions to the ATM Forum to standardize basic support for mobility can be found in [16, 29, 30] . An architecture-level overview of our work in mobile/wireless ATM is given in [31] .
Other early work in this area include [13, [32] [33] [34] . Most of them have focused on an initial systems design to support mobile users through an ATM network; therefore, mobility support has been provided as an "add-on" rather than considered an integral component of the overall architecture. For example, the method presented in [34] , namely broadcast paging to determine a mobile terminal's current location, does not scale as the number of base stations in the network increases. References [33, 35, 36] propose architectures for supporting mobility in ATM similar to cellular telephony: the core network is mobility-unaware, with an overlay of mobility-supporting servers. Different mechanisms to select a crossover switch have been investigated in [37] , while [19, 20] suggest using OAM cells for lossless handoff initiated from the current radio port.
CONCLUSIONS
T his article introduced a network architecture for mobile ATM that integrates location management and handoff within the ATM signaling and control framework. ATM uses separate paths for data flow and signaling: a mobile terminal's location is resolved during the signaling phase preceding connection setup, thereby setting up an optimal end-to-end data path. Schemes for addressing, location resolution, location update, and location caching are presented. When a terminal changes its wireless access point, the end-to-end data path needs to be rerouted; three schemes for selecting a crossover switch were briefly described. It described our prototype implementation of mobile ATM to demonstrate support for non-ATM wireless access and validate our claim that mobile ATM can provide a generic platform for mobility support, by mapping IP to mobile ATM and eliminating the need for mobile IP.
Current work at the network architecture level includes interworking mobile ATM with other mobility protocols such as GSM or mobile IP. The idea is that, for example, when a terminal moves within the mobile ATM "cloud" its mobility is handled by mobile ATM transparent to IP; however, when the terminal moves across "clouds" (e.g., between a IP network and a mobile ATM network), mobility will be supported by mobile IP; therefore, mobile IP datagrams will need to be translated to appropriate mobile ATM functions at the gateway. An overview of interworking mobile IP with mobile ATM was presented in this article.
Other ongoing work includes optimizing location resolution by making use of routing information; for example, in our proposed location resolution it is not necessary that the release(foreign address) be returned all the way to the caller, for it is possible for an intermediate switch to initiate a s Figure 10 . Interworking between mobile IP and mobile ATM. setup() to the foreign address. Mechanisms to optimally select such a switch, based on topology information from routing protocols, are under study. Also, scalable and efficient mechanisms to cache a terminal's location within the network are being investigated; location caching is helpful in reducing the delay to resolve a terminal's current location. With regard to handoff protocols, detailed schemes for zerocell-loss handoff are being considered for prototype implementation.
